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With the end of the summer fast approaching I am getting ready for the autumn and the winter to 

come, giving myself the best chances to enjoy these seasons fully instead of letting the dark and the 

cold feed my depression.  Since the last three winters have been particularly difficult for me I have 

given a lot of thoughts to this topic and this is what I came up with. I am going to attack this season 

from three angles which can be sum-up like this: Get some sun, have some fun and look after 

yourself.   

 

 

The importance of daylight  
 

Refill your Vitamin D 
 

I mentioned in my post on How food impacts your mood that I recently went to see a nutritional 

therapist, Melanie Simcock. I discussed with her the importance for me to eat Good Mood Food 

because I wanted to use my diet as a tool to help me keep depression at bay.  

This prompted Melanie to tell me about the benefits of Vitamin D, another natural anti-depressant. 

Melanie  explained to me that we store our Vitamin D during the spring and summer months so that 

we can use it during the winter. I find it so fascinating when I hear about how clever our bodies are! 

This is why it is so important to be outdoors when the weather is good. If we don’t refill our Vitamin 

D properly we will run out before the end of the winter, which can lead to lower mood. This explains 

partly why depression is common in Scandinavia. My second winter in Denmark was when 

depression hit me the hardest and now that I think about it, it wasn’t a very sunny summer and I 

certainly did not make the most of it.     

So Melanie  put in my action plan to go and spend 10 minutes outside at lunchtime with forearms 

and cleavage uncovered and without sun cream on. I should precise that I live in the UK. If you live 

somewhere hot, 10 minutes might be enough for you to get sunburn so it might be worth seeking 

advice from your doctor. That said, if you live somewhere hot, you might not need to think too much 

about low levels of Vitamin D.   

But in the UK 10 minutes at lunchtime is the amount you need to get your daily Vitamin D. The 

timing is not random by the way. This isn’t about fitting tanning into your lunch break. This is 

because it is between 11am and 2pm that the sun is strong enough to help you get the right amount 

of Vitamin D. If you spend time outdoors either early in the morning and after work it will not impact 

your levels of Vitamin D.     

There are of course over ways to get Vitamin D such as supplements and in certain foods, so may be 

try a combination of these things and see what suits you best.   

 

Winter sun holiday   
 

Which brings me very nicely onto the next topic: plan a holiday in the sun during the winter.  
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This is the ultimate way to show yourself some kindness. Treat your depression with a holiday, in the 

sun.  

I hear you already complaining about the cost. True, if you make a snap decision when you are 

feeling low in February it might cost you an arm. But it doesn’t have to if you get organised. Plan 

your trip ahead and take your time to find an all-inclusive somewhere not too far that will offer you 

the right temperature at the right time of the year for you.  

This is how I played it this year. I had a week in Spain at the end of April and spent the summer at 

home. I will then be spending 2 weeks in Bali at the end of November to recharge my Vitamin D 

stock and kick off the winter on the right note. I am now thinking about the next trip which I want to 

plan for end of January / beginning of February as this has been the worst time of the year for me 

over the last 3 years.      

 

Light therapy  
 

This is something new that I want to try this year. I have been meaning to try it for a couple of years 

but never got round to do it. Once again this is something that we discussed with Melanie and she 

recommended Lumi as she knew a few people who were very happy with it. I will soon be getting a 

Lumi lamp and let you know how it works for me.   

I have done a little bit of reading on this topic on the website of James R. Phelps M.D. 

(psycheducation.org) which I have found interesting and apparently light therapy has been showed 

to be better than medication for major depression. Sounds worth a try, right!   

 

 

Enjoy the festive season  
 

Make a list of all the things you like about autumn and winter  
 

Try and look on the bright side. What you focus on is the most important thing because this will also 

dictate what your unconscious mind focus on.  

If you start thinking in October that “the fact that the days are getting shorter is depressing” or that 

you “hate winter” it is going to be a long winter for you!  

Instead help yourself by trying to adjust your thoughts so that you focus on the things that you like 

about autumn and winter. It might not be obvious straight away but if you really think about it you 

are bound to find something that you like.  

To try and kick this exercise off I asked my readers what were their favourite things about autumn 

and winter and this is what they came back with:  
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“Autumn is a lovely time of year with vivid colours, long slanting sun-light, pungent earthy smells as 

the leaves fall and it gets damper and for some reason red wine always tastes better. In winter you 

can have long walks and great roast lunches in pubs by the fire.”  

Chris, West Sussex, England 

 

“Going snowboarding. Clear, crisp winter days. Christmas lights, windows and markets around town 

– even though I’m not really very Christmassy. Beautiful autumn colours on the trees.”  

Jo, Aalborg, Denmark 

“Walking on the empty beach after work. The tourists have gone back home… It’s only me, the sea 

and a couple fishermen. Also, the kids start talking about Christmas, making their wish list. Soon 

there will be Christmas light everywhere and a great family reunion… And for those who live up 

north… Auroras Borealis will be back! So many things! I should stop ”  

France, Montpellier, France 

 

“A warm fire, cosy blankets and winter sun ;-)”  

Margarita, West Sussex, England 

 

Here is my own list:  

 Reading by the fire with a warm drink and a blanket on  

 Sitting behind the window when the sun is hitting the said window  

 Going for a long walk in the countryside and end it with a roast dinner in a country pub   

 Christmas lights and Christmas markets  

 Mulled wine  

 Roasted chestnuts 

 Fresh snow  

 Tartiflette 

 Raclette  

 Bonfire  

 

What’s on your list?  

 

Let’s party! 
 

Autumn and winter have one great thing going for them; they offer at least one opportunity to party 

every month. Let’s mix up traditions and create a calendar of fun stuff to celebrate. It will give you 

something to think about and focus on and who knows, you might even enjoy it and have some fun 

which as you now know is a natural anti-depressant!  

 



October November  
 

December January February 
 

Halloween Guy Fawkes Night  
Thanksgiving  
 

Christmas    
 

Epiphany – Galette 
des Rois  
 

Candlemas – Pancake Day  
Chinese New Year  
 

  

Fill your diary with things to look forward to  
 

As previously discussed in my post “How to fight depression”, there are a number of practical things 

that you can do to fight depression such as:  

 Laughing  

 Doing things that you enjoy  

 Treating yourself 

Personally knowing that autumn and winter are difficult for me I take active steps to prevent 

depression by organising things in advance. For example, I keep an eye out for when my favourite 

comedians are in town, I book myself a massage, I invite my friends for dinner (which forces me to 

indulge in one of my favourite hobbies: cooking a 3 courses meal), and the list goes on.  

I found this particularly important in the winter. The more fun things you have in your diary the 

better. Because if you have a bad day, having things you look forward to doing can actually help you 

to keep going just a little bit further.  

As sad as this may sound I have had moments in the past when I was at rock bottom and what 

actually kept me going was thinking about this personal development seminar or that holiday that I 

had booked months ago and that was now around the corner. And I thought to myself: “if I can make 

it until then, maybe things will be better”.  And they did. They always do eventually.  

It is a little bit like when you are running. Towards the end you get really tired. You can see the finish 

line. You want to stop now because your legs are screaming “please stoooooop!” but then you think 

“I am nearly there, if I could make it to the finish line I’d be so proud of myself”. So you push it a 

little bit further and suddenly you are there!   

 

Be kinder to yourself 
 

Adapt your routine to the wintertime  
 

I don’t know about you but personally I found it harder to get up early in the winter. And for some 

reason I need more sleep. In a nutshell, in winter I hibernate. Knowing this, I have decided to be 

gentler with myself this winter and maybe make a few changes to my routine to accommodate my 

winter needs.   

A few examples:  

- I will ensure that I get 8 hours sleep 

- I will get outside even if just for short time at lunchtime to get some fresh air and daylight  
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- I will keep an eye on overtime and try to keep it under control   

- I will cook hearty food  

- I will make sure I get one weekday evening when I do nothing per week  

 

 

Make sure you have time to rest and relax  
 

One of the things that have triggered depression for me in the past was doing too much. At times my 

diary can be filled with very long days at work, followed by socials and of course the all important 

daily fitness session. And let’s do it all other again the week after, and the week after, and the week 

after… You get the idea.     

And guess what? When you are so busy that you end up rushing from thing to the next all the time, 

depression catches up with you.   

It was a real challenge for me to learn to slow down. There are so many things I want to do, I don’t 

have enough hours in a day. But learning to prioritise is key to solving this issue. You need to have a 

chat with yourself and agree what should be your priorities and make sure that you put these things 

in your diary first. The rest will have to wait.    

My priority number 1 is my health. There is nothing that comes above that. It might sound selfish 

but I have come to terms with this. If I am not healthy then none of my other priorities can be 

attended to because I will not have the strength or the energy to do so. This is why before I accept a 

social here or there, I first check how much time I have left to myself to do nothing, rest, sleep, read 

or even watch TV.   

 

Summary  
 

So in a nutshell this is my advice to you for a good winter:   

1. Get some sun  

2. Have some fun  

3. Look after yourself   

 

If you think there are other things that we can do to make the colder seasons easier on us, please 

get in touch through the blog! I will look into it and write about it over the next few weeks.  

 


